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Safe Work Practice


Asbestos

As part of the ongoing commitment to provide a safe work environment, the following procedure has been established to address asbestos on jobsites. 

What is Asbestos?

Asbestos is a naturally occurring material once used widely in the construction industry. Its strength, ability to withstand high temperatures, and resistance to many chemicals made it useful in hundreds of applications.  However, when asbestos is inhaled or ingested, it can be harmful and lead to the following diseases:
	asbestosis

lung cancer
mesothelioma (cancer of the lining of the chest and/or abdomen).

Where can it be found?

	Sprayed-on fireproofing 
	Pipe and boiler insulation
	Loose fill insulation
	Asbestos cement products   
	Acoustical plaster 

Acoustical tiles
	Vinyl asbestos tiles
Gaskets 
	Roofing felts
	Asphalt/asbestos limpet spray 
	Drywall joint-filling compound 
	Coatings and mastics
	Some types of vermiculite insulation (e.g., zonolite)


Prior to Commencing Work

Supervisors:

	Prior to commencing work in any area, request a copy of the owner’s Asbestos Report.


	If an Asbestos Report is not available, the owner must arrange for an inspection to determine the location and condition of asbestos in the workplace. Request that owners complete IHSA’s Owner's Duties: Designated Substances on Construction Projects (W130).


	Work may not proceed without a report unless all material is considered to be asbestos-containing material (ACM) and will be removed using Type 3 asbestos abatement procedures. NOTE: Supervisors must be certified before they can do or supervise Type 3 work by completing an Asbestos Abatement Supervisor training course that has been approved by the Ministry of Training, Colleges, and Universities (MTCU).


	If there is (identified) asbestos in the work area and it needs to be removed or remediated in some way to allow workers to perform the work, request that the owner remove it.


	Do not commence work until you have received a notice from the owner in writing that the asbestos has been removed and it is safe to commence or return to work.


	If there is asbestos in the work area and its presence does not impact the work, advise workers of the location and what not to disturb.


Workers:

	In all projects, bear in mind the possible presence of asbestos.


	If you are working in an area known to contain asbestos, contact your supervisor to determine whether or not asbestos is present in the work area or adjacent areas in which you may be working.


	If there is any doubt about pipe or duct insulation, textured ceilings, vinyl asbestos floor tile, flooring sheet goods, wall cladding, or underground piping—especially in older facilities—do not commence work and notify your supervisor.


	If removing asbestos in Type 1 or Type 2 operations, workers require training in the following areas:

	knowledge of the type of asbestos
	knowledge of the proper choice and use of PPE and respirators
	understanding of containment procedures
	knowledge of proper handling, storage, and waste removal procedures. 


For Type 3 removal operations, workers must also complete an MTCU-approved Asbestos Abatement Worker training course.


NOTE: DO NOT REMOVE OR DISTURB ASBESTOS CONTAINING MATERIAL.  
IF YOU ARE INSTRUCTED TO DO SO, STOP WORK IMMEDIATELY AND CONTACT YOUR SUPERVISOR.

